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Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

Our core value for the Spring term is BELIEVE and the wider values are resilience 

and collaboration. Time and time again this week we have seen numerous examples 

of our school values in action! 

 

This week has seen even more children taking part in the morning teacher meets and 

engaging with learning through Google classroom – well done to all. I had the great 

pleasure of joining some classes for their meets and it was lovely to see the children’s 

faces and hear their voices. Some had even brought their pets along, so I got to meet 

them too!  We have also been impressed with the standard of work being produced 

and the enthusiasm for learning in the Google Classroom.  Keep up the good work, do 

what you can, try and enjoy it and keep it manageable. There are a couple of 

important letters attached to this week’s newsletter with some key messages - 

please make time to read.  

 

We love these ‘Proud 

clouds’ which Yr 6 

children have made. 

We could all perhaps 

stand back and take a 

moment to feel proud of 

what we are achieving 

at the    moment? 

 

 

 

 

 

House points…and it’s a win for 

Kestrels this week with a new record of 

403 points!!!! All children have totally 

excelled themselves with these totals – 

wow! We are going to need a bigger 

chart at this rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Star Awards 
 

Africa 

(Year R) 

Annabelle 
 
 
 
Sebastian 
 

For really impressing the grown-ups in school 
with her counting of the laps she had run around 
the track. 
 
For the time and effort he has put into all of his 
work so far. 

Asia 

(Year 1) 

Benny  
 
 
 
Amber 

For showing resilience and amazing us all with 
your super hard work and creating challenges for 
you peers, as well as marking them! WOW! 
 
For always working your hardest and challenging 
yourself every step of the way. It is always a 
pleasure to receive your learning and you are 
always knocking my socks off!  

Europe 

(Year 2) 

Benjamin 
 
 
 
 
Leo 

For absolutely smashing his home learning this 
week, trying hard, taking on every task and 
showing resilience when days were tough. Well 
done Ben! 
 
For going above and beyond this week in his home 
learning. He has applied himself so well, using his 
imagination, completing maths mentally and trying 
really hard with his presentation. Well done Leo!  

Australasia 

(Year 3) 

Sammy 
 
 
James F-J 
 
 
 

For working his socks off, trying every task and 
pushing himself to improve.   
 
For amazing Literacy – creating the most 
amazing dragons and writing wonderful 
descriptions.  
 

Antarctica 

(Year 4) 

Lottie K 
 
Joshua F-J 

For sketching a brilliant portrait of Henry VIII 
 
For being so resilient with his home learning and 
writing a brilliant fact page this week 
 

North 

America 

(Year 5) 

Katie M 
 
Liliya V 
 
 

For your enthusiasm, effort and fantastic learning. 
 
For the care, attention, detail and depth you have 
put into your learning. 
 

South 

America 

(Year 6) 

Scarlett 
 
 
Alfie F 

For having a positive attitude to learning and 
believing in herself. 
 
For demonstrating resilience and a lot of 
motivation when learning this week.  
 

 
 



We have been learning 

 

Africa 

(Year R) 

Week 2 has been the beginning of a brand new topic called ‘Far, Far 
Away’ and we have all got off to a brilliant start!  We have enjoyed the 
story of the ‘Three Little Pigs’ through role play and story mapping as 
well as performing our own versions of the story through books that the 
children have made themselves.  We have been thinking about 
positional language in maths, practising using the vocabulary through 
playing games and making obstacle courses.  We have also kept a 
‘Super Duper You’ diary this week, celebrating our differences and the 
importance of being you. We are so proud of how well the children have 
coped with our new way of learning and they have shown us many 
examples of our core and wider values.  Well done everyone! 

Asia 

(Year 1) 

Wow, what a super week, Asia class! You are working very hard every 
single moment of the day and I am so proud of you! We have been 
thinking about our superhero topic and focusing on our key text, 
‘Traction Man’. The children have been describing characters, thinking 
about settings, acting out scenes (with family guest appearances) and 
writing speech bubbles! In maths, we have been subtraction 
superheroes and have been building on our understanding to write 8 
fact families! In geography, we have continued to explore the UK and 
look at the key features of the countries. We have been thinking about 
toys in the past and present in history and designing superhero capes 
in art and much more! I am so proud of how well you are coping with 
the new way of learning and cannot wait to see all of your learning next 
week! 

Europe 

(Year 2) 

Our first full week of learning and Europe Class have been fantastic! 
There is so much learning going on both in school & at home and I am 
so very proud. We have kicked off our new learning Journey ‘Once 
Upon a Bicycle’ and have been enjoying where our key text is taking 
us. We have used our imaginations, written for different purposes and 
discussed and debated to make a decision about a character. In maths, 
we have smashed adding two 2-digit numbers using column addition. 
Geography has seen us explore maps and we have loved using Google 
Maps! In RE, we began learning about Judaism too! 

Australasia 

(Year 3) 

Amazing work again this week, Australasia class – well done! This 

week we have started our new text – ‘The boy who grew dragons’. We 

have made story predictions, designed dragons and dragon traps, and 

written instructions – wow! In Maths, we have been looking at 

multiplying and dividing 2 digits by 1 digit. We have found out about 

the weather and been on a scavenger hunt.  What a lot of work! 

Please have a good rest over the weekend Year 3, and be kind to 

your adults. See you next week! 

Antarctica 

(Year 4) 

I have been very impressed with you all this week and the way in which 
you are embracing this new way of remote learning and demonstrating 
resilience. We continued learning how to divide three digit numbers by 
one digit numbers, wrote fact pages about Henry VIII and his life, learnt 
how to use plural -s and possessive –s accurately. We sketched 
portraits of Henry VIII, completed P.E. challenges and learnt about what 



the earth’s natural resources are and where to find them. We also did 
some coding and learnt about the different types of teeth in the animal 
world.  

North 

America 

(Year 5) 

It’s been another whirlwind week in Year 5! In geography we’ve learnt 
all about biomes, and the ways in which humans can affect these, 
understood in history why the canals of Great Britain were built, by who 
and how (we even made our own online!) and we’ve started to write our 
own stories to continue from the cliffhanger we reached in ‘Clockwork’ 
by Philip Pullman. We’ve also had more fun with our #this ispe activities 
– it’s been amazing seeing the videos of the children keeping their 
minds and bodies healthy during lockdown. In maths, we’ve been 
keeping up our mastery journey by identifying different parts of 
equations and how they are connected. Mrs Thwaites, Mrs Thompson 
and I are very proud of all your hard work North America class  

South 

America 

(Year 6) 

The children in South America class have really got to grips with the 
demands of remote learning and are clearly demonstrating all our core 
values, which is fabulous to see. We have been continuing our book 
and reading about the wonderful places that Norman Messenger 
explored. We have been learning about measurement in maths, with 
lots of converting between metric units and looked at inheritance in 
science. It has been great to see the proud clouds produced by the 
children and all the different things they are proud of; a great reflective 
activity to boost morale during this difficult time.  

 

 

A message from Blue Peter – “We are now on YouTube” 

“We would like to inform you that we have launched Blue Peter on YouTube at 

CBBC. 

  

Blue Peter is the longest running kids TV show in the world and 

we are uploading videos to it that are suitable for 5-11 year olds. 

We have world record breaking challenges, arts and crafts, 

environmental videos, cooking and baking how tos, inspirational 

films, gaming, celebrity appearances, dance routines and music 

performances. We also feature ways of getting a Blue Peter 

badge, behind the scenes footage and extra content about our 

incredible presenters Adam, Lindsey, Mwaksy, Richie and Henry 

the Blue Peter dog. 

  

If you would be interested in this, please subscribe to 

https://www.youtube.com/bluepeter - (it’s obviously completely free to subscribe!) 

and don’t forget to watch the live programme on CBBC at 5.00pm every Thursday, or 

on BBC iPlayer.  

  

The Blue Peter Team!” 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/3hNvZjR
https://www.youtube.com/bluepeter


PTA News  

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
If you shop at the Co-Op, then please choose the PTA as one of the local causes for 
Rudgwick.  This is at no extra cost to you, and it really helps us.  The Co-Op details, 
along with many other easy ways to help the PTA raise funds, are contained in our 
"PTA-EasyDonationOptions.pdf" document. 
 
As you'll be aware, this year is another challenge for us in terms of fund-raising.  If 
you would like to make a one-off or regular donation to the PTA then please contact 
us.  Additionally, for any donations you have made to the PTA we will be able to 
claim Gift-Aid, so please check the "Gift Aid Consent Form - Rudgwick Primary 
School PTA.docx" document. 
 
Any queries?  Send us an email, and/or check out our facebook page. 
RPSPTA@hotmail.com  

Congratulations to our latest lottery winner: 

9/1/2021 Mr Trinder £12.60 

 
Cheerio 
Ian, Lauren and Diane 
 

 

We are a NUT AWARE school due to the allergies that some of our pupils have, 
with every effort being made to ensure that no nuts, or products containing nuts, 
are brought in to the school. 
 

Diary Dates 

Please use the new school website for all diary dates. There is a link to the school 

calendar with to all pupil events. 

 

Stay safe and have a good weekend everyone.      

 

Miss S Nicholls 

Miss S Nicholls 

Headteacher 

 

More photos of events are available on our website https://www.rudgwick.w-

sussex.sch.uk/  

 

Please note that attachments to the Newsletter about local clubs 

and events are not endorsed by the school. Parents are 

responsible for carrying out their own safety checks. 

mailto:RPSPTA@hotmail.com
https://www.rudgwick.w-sussex.sch.uk/
https://www.rudgwick.w-sussex.sch.uk/

